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Sports equipment for World Championships
a) General principles:
aa) All players participating in world championships need to wear sports equipment.
b) Composition of the equipment
bb)

All players of a Nationalteam need to wear the same equipment. This is
composed of:
a) a short- or long-sleeved sportswear or shirt with the Nation's name or crest on
the left side of the chest (printed or otherwise completely attached);
b) long trousers of the same color and shape (different number and type of
pockets, pleats and belt loops or cuffs are tolerated, jeans of any kind are not
allowed);
c) for women: pants of different cut are allowed; however, color has to be the
same for each team;
d) shoes that do not damage the ground.

cc)

Players may wear a jacket with a crest or name above the equipment described
in bb), a) of the same shape and color for each team.

dd) These requirements are also valid for referees.
ee) Team's that do not comply with the equipment rules before or during games will
be excluded from the competition.
ff)

The Head of Delegation and the Coach are allowed to show up in civilian clothes
with the Nation badge.

c) Publicity on sports equipment
aa) Publicity on the equipment is allowed. However, it is limited to five emblems and
may not be political or denominational nor violate ethical and moral principles.
bb) Also on sports equipment, shirts and jackets with advertising imprinting, Nation's
crest or name need to appear on the left side of the chest.
cc)

The size-free advertising imprints can be placed on any part of the sports
equipment provided they are the same for teams.

dd) Advertising is allowed on trousers only in side labels, which must have a
maximum width of 8 cm.

The trademark is not considered a sponsorship.
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Logo Nation: Nation's name or crest

C

The name of the nation in capital letters, not bigger than 6 cm.

D

Optional: Player Name
Area reserved for sponsors

